
A day in the diary of the Hopping Viola 
  
Short cv and background: violist used to off-road mountain running in South Africa went for 
a little walk on Malvern Hills and miraculously managed to break right ankle when strolling 
on a plain as flat as the surface of her kitchen table… (*) 
  
    *loud clapping and laughter 
  
Day 3 in the diary of the Hopping Viola: 
  
I am still constantly aware of how many different skills one suddenly develops (or tries to) 
when either really bored, injured, on morphine, or all three. After five shots of morphine in 
a timespan of 14 hours, two days ago, life has been lived in the clouds!  
  
Cloud no. 1 involved drifting out of bed (which is in fact the couch in the living room) 
crutching** towards a direction I imagined should be a coffee smell from the kitchen. 
Unfortunately due to cloudy state of mind, hopping viola ended up stumbling into the 
bathroom. Carrying on in this manner for at least another 10 minutes, violist thankfully and 
tiredly ended up back on couch. 
  
Only allowing a short break to catch breath, violist knew that if she wants to keep skills 
intact, practising that ‘Cinderella’ instrument needs to continue no matter what… 
 
Lying on back on couch whilst playing, right ankle elevated (not because of viola, but 
because of blood circulation), could be a very useful exercise to play close to the bridge. 
Outcome of exercise: playing mostly on tailpiece, creating unearthly sounds which would 
sound perfectly proper in psychedelic movie. 
 
Violist definitely better-off standing up!! 
 
Since not allowed to step on right ankle yet, now would be a perfect time to try Thomas 
Riebl exercise which involves standing on left foot alone whilst playing. This helps to relax 
shoulders, thus opening up sound since all body weight and stress is centred in left leg. 
Outcome of exercise: concentration completely and stressfully drawn to left ankle, 
desperately trying to keep standing and not breaking that as well. 
 
After a successful day of attempts (not a day of successful attempts), violist is completely 
exhausted and ends up right where she started - snuggled up on the couch, right foot in the 
air, ready to drift off in a very light sleepless mixture of either being awake or conscious, 
keeping one eye on the ankle…night night! 
  
    **in this context meaning desperately and clumsily clinging onto both crutches for dear 
life 
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